
General guidance through the parking house 
 
Right Side of the underground parking 
If you decided to take the right path, you turn at the end to the left.  
On the right side you see an eye-catching graffiti. Some meters  
ahead you can turn right to the underground parking of KölnTurm 
 (street signs available). When you continue your way straightly,  
you get to the taxi stop and entrance of KölnTurm. 
 
Or you go left right after the descent, then you directly reach the big 
 parking level. 
 
Please park on the guest places. The entrance to get to the office facilities 
 is on floor -2. If you pass the glas door, please dial on the display our  
company name. An elevator will be assigned to you. Our reception is 
located 
 on the 10th floor. 
 
 
From the north: 
 

 A57/Neuss direction Cologne city Centre. After leaving the 
motorway turn to the middle lane until the first traffic light – gateway Centre. 
Turn left below the train underpass to get into the underground car park. 
Pass the NH Hotel entrance after about 150 meters and then you’ll see the 
entrance of Cologne Tower on the left hand side.  
 
 
From the east: 
 

 A4/Olpe until Kreuz Köln-Ost, direction Zoobruecke/Cologne Centre. Follow the street from Zoobruecke until the 
television tower (left hand side). Make a turn-over on the first traffic light after the television tower and turn the next street 
right. After the traffic light and the train underpass turn left into the tunnel. See direction of the north. 
 
 
From the west: 
 

 A4/Aachen direction Kreuz Köln West  and then motorway A1 direction Wuppertal/Dortmund until Kreuz Köln-Nord. 
Take the A57 direction Cologne – Centre. See direction of north above. 
 
 
From the south: 
 

 A1/Euskirchen/Koblenz until Kreuz Köln Nord. Take A57 direction Cologne – Centre. See directions: A57/Neuss. 
A3/Frankfurt until Kreuz Köln-Ost – see A4/Olpe. A59/Airport/Köln/Bonn bis Dreieck Heumar, take A3 until Kreuz Köln-Ost – 
see A4 direction Olpe. 
 
From downtown 

 Coming from “Hansaring” or “Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring”, you turn into the underground parking at Mediapark near to 
the “Cinedom” (the street signs near the crossing to Media Park are easily to follow). After the descent, either 
branch is fine. 

 
 
 


